
Mr. Richard huff, co-director 	 7627 Old Receiver Road 
OIP 	 Frederick, Md. 21701 
Department of Justice 	 2/16/90 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Huff, 	 appeal 

-Although there is nothing within my experience with OIP that leads me to be-
lieve that it, you and your associates, intend other than to make use of FOI/RA diffi-
cult and costly and that youLaaisuse the Acts into means of withholding rather than the 
legislative intent of disclosing, I attach as part of longignored appeals my todayS 
letter to Emil Moschella of the FBI FOIPA section. 

I an not enclosing Mr. Moschella's letter to kr. Lesar that I refer to be-
cause you people pay no attention to anything anyway. 

When I called to your attention violation of both FOIA and PA in the FBI's 
disclosures of records relating to me to another without seeking or getting my 
approval your reply was there is nothing you can do. 

Well, you acre ash yl withhold from me!! But not others, when it defames me 
and violates the law? 

If as I believe there was violation of a criminal provision of the Privacy act 
are you not also accessories? 

This appeal also relates to the withholding fro: me of records relating to me that 
have requested repeatedly and appealed repeatedly since 1975, including in the recent 

past, when you conferred with the FBI pretn ding you did not have the date of the 
disclosure in question when it was in what wrote you. 

It also relates to py igIY/  oored appeals relating to my lon-ignored requests for 
information relating to Yuri Nosenko. 

When last I wrote you 2:replied you did not know what i was talking about and you 
conferred with the FBI, which also apparently can't understand plain English in what 
is before it. 

If you have any questions when you receive this, confer as you would like internally 
but please also ask me, without wasting six or more months, so I can take you by the 
hand a#lead you across the street. * 

Sinceruly, 

/ I k 
Gt1,/ 

Harold Weisberg 

*Assuming, of course, that you don't continue to have red lights on all corners. 


